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Abstract
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has grown to be global public health emergency. The
biosurfactants (BSs) are surface-active biomolecules with unique properties and wide
applications. Several microbes synthesize secondary metabolites with surface-active properties
which has wide range of anti-inflammatory and anti-viral role.. The monocytes and
neutrophils are activated by bacteria which subsequently result in high secretion of pro-
inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12, Il-18 and IL-1β) and toll-like receptors-2
(TLR-2). Following the inflammatory response, BSs induce the production of cationic proteins,
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and lysozyme, and thus can be utilized for therapeutic purposes.
This review provides recent advances in the anti-inflammatory and antiviral activities of
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biosurfactants and discusses the potential use of these compounds against COVID-19,
highlighting the need for in-vitro and in-vivo approaches to confirm this hypothesis. This
suggestion is necessary because there are still no studies that have focused on the use of
biosurfactants against COVID-19.

Keywords

SARS-CoV-2; Biosurfactants (BSs); Immunomodulatory; Microorganisms; Cytokine
storm

1. Introduction
Surfactants are molecules with amphipathic properties having hydrophilic and hydrophobic
moieties that reduce surface and interfacial tension between liquids or biphasic systems as
liquid/gas, liquid/liquid and solid/liquid. Based on the origin, the surfactants have been
classified into chemical surfactants and biosurfactants (BSs) [1]. BSs are secondary metabolites
obtained from several microorganisms including bacteria, fungi and yeasts; classified based on
their chemical composition and their origin from microbes, including Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Bacillus subtilis and Lactobacillus sp. [2]. They are attached either intracellularly or
extracellularly during growth [3]. BSs are used in a wide range of applications since it is eco-
friendly and biodegradable than synthetic surfactants. In recent years this has attracted broad
interest due to their unique properties like specificity, low toxicity and smooth preparation.
These properties have gained attention in broad areas of cleaning and other applications for
commercialization [4]. The unique features of BS opted for industrial applications such as
petroleum, fertilizers, cosmetics, chemicals, foods, pharmaceuticals and more. They are also
used as emulsifiers, demulsifiers, foaming agents, food ingredients and detergents. Generally,
the BSs are used in hand washes and for personal hygiene purposes in order to prevent the
viral transmission, get rid of viral disease symptoms, acts as drug transport and also as anti-
viral facemasks [4]. An essential property of BS is the surface and interfacial tension. Surface
tension is defined as the tension created between attractive intermolecular forces in a
molecule. The ability to minimize the surface tension determined by the concentration of the
surface-active compound called critical micelle concentration (CMC). The CMC is the
minimum concentration required to reduce the surface tension and induce micelle formation.
The primary function of BS is to control the attachment and detachment of microorganisms
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from the surfaces [5]. The structure of BS depends upon the presence of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic moieties. Hydrophilic moiety consists of peptides, amino acids, mono-, di- and
polysaccharides, whereas hydrophobic consist of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. The BS
are differentiated based on molecular mass were the lower molecular mass molecules reduce
the surface, and interfacial tension and the higher molecular weight efficiently function as
emulsion balancing agents. Based on molecular mass the BSs are classified as glycolipids,
phospholipid, lipoprotein or lipopeptide, polysaccharide-lipid complex or microbial cell
surface. Microorganisms also produce chemical-based surfactants known as polymeric
microbial surfactants (PMS). Hence, the physiochemical properties of BSs and their
biomedical applications with the source and chemical structure have been distinguished. The
classification of BSs from various organisms and studies with biomedical importance has been
tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of BSs and its role in various potential medical applications.

Glycolipids Rhamnolipids Pseudomonas aeruginosa,

Pseudomonas chlororaphis,

Pseudomonas fluorescens, Pseudomonas luteola,

Pseudomonas putida, Pseudomonas stutzeri,

Burkholderia glumae, Burkholderia plantarii,

Burkholderia kururiensis, Burkholderia pseudomallei

Streptococcus mutans, Streptococcus oralis, Streptococcus

sanguinis, Neisseria mucosa, Actinomyces naeslundii.

Anti-microbial

activity,

cytotoxic activity

Sophorolipids Torulopsisbombicola, Candida bombicola,

Rhodotorulabogoriensis, Candida albicans, Candida

glabrata,Rhodotorulababjevae,Wickerhamielladomercqiae

antiviral,

antimicrobial

and anti-

inflammatory,

antifungal

activity

Biosurfactant Structure Microorganism Potential

Medical

Applications
Group Class
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Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by a new strain of coronavirus emerged in
December 2019 and became a global pandemic. The COVID-19 has grown to be a global
public-health emergency [6]. The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-
2) is a new member of the genus beta coronavirus which exhibits faster human to human
transmission leading to a world-wide public health emergency [7, 8]. Once infected, the patient
mainly relies on the immune system to resist SARS-CoV-2, with the supportive treatment
being prescribed if complications occur [9]. Meanwhile, scientists confirmed that the first step
in the SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis is the specific interaction of the virus with angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), a master regulator of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) of host
cells through its spike protein [10]. Once the virus enters the lungs, the immune system sends
a large number of immune cells to kill the virus [11]. Once the cytokine storm is formed, the
immune system is exaggerated and kills the healthy cells [12]. Besides, the ability of the virus
to evade, the immune system is hugely problematic when considering appropriate treatment
and vaccine options. SARS-CoV-2 debilitates the equilibrium maintained by the immune
system and triggers the cytokine storm. The significant difficulties found in COVID-19

Mannosylerythriol

lipids

Pseudozymaantarctica, Ustilagomaydis antimicrobial

activity,

antioxidant

activity,

immunological

and neurological

property

Trehalolipids Rhodococcuserythropolis,

Nocardiaerythropolis,

Mycobacterium sp., Arthobacter sp.,Corynebacterium sp.

antiviral activity

against herpes

simplex virus

and influenza

virus

Lipoprotein Surfactins/Viscosin Bacillus subtilis, Bacillus licheniformis, Pseudomonas

libanensis, Pseudomonas fluorescens

anticoagulant,

antimycoplasma,

antiviral,

antibacterial,

anti-

inflammatory
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patients have been linked to the cytokine storm. In-depth research is required to effectively
manage the cytokine storm while maintaining the immune system balance. Upon binding, the
spike protein is cleaved into two and this induces a conformational change facilitating the
fusion of the virus and its entry into the cell. Recently, Vellingiri et al. [6] comprehensively
discussed about the viral transcription, translation and expression of viral proteins in the cells.
BSs in medical application has elevated during the past decade. BS acts as a therapeutic agent
due to its anti-viral, anti-bacterial and anti-fungal property in fighting many diseases [13].
Hence this review focuses on the anti-inflammatory and anti-viral properties of the BSs and
its potential uses against as a strategy to treat or prevent COVID-19 disease.

2. Anti-inflammatory potential of BSs
Phospholipase A  (PLA ) functions in arachidonic acid (AA) secretion. Various types of PLA
collectively called as cytosolic Phospholipase-A2 (cPLA2). Inflammatory response occurs due to
the release of AA that is converted to inflammatory mediators. AA acts as a precursor of
eicosanoids secretion which functions in maintenance of inflammatory process.
Mechanistically, structural features of BSs were detected by toll like receptors (TLR-2) and the
BSs communicate with the cell membranes and macromolecules and inhibit cPLA  that
initiate anti-inflammatory responses. In an in vitro model, the pro-inflammatory cytokines was
secreted by neutrophils when induced with trehalolipids synthesized by Rhodococcus ruber [14].
The glycolipids from R. ruber were induced in mononuclear cells and it was revealed to
mediate the production of interleukin-12 (IL-12), interleukin-18 (IL-18) and ROS [15] and
stimulated the production of TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 [16]. Administration of surfactin in rat
and fish models decreased the pro-inflammatory cytokines with an increase in the levels of
anti-inflammatory cytokines [17, 18]. The BS surfactin from Bacillus subtilis was observed to
suppress lipopolysaccharide induced signaling pathways, impaired macrophage function and
IL-12 expression, decreased TLR-4 protein expression with an increase in the anti-
inflammatory effect [19]. Surfactin from Staphylococcus aureus significantly reduced the pro-
inflammatory cytokines, obstructed the lipoteichoic acid -induced signaling pathway,
increased STAT-3 phosphorylation and blocked the expression of heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1). It
has been established that surfactin as an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective agent [20].
Similarly, limited studies were conducted and they revealed the potential effect of BSs from
yeast species with anti-inflammatory activity. Sophorolipids (SLs) from C. bombicola decreased
immunoglobulin E (IgE) level, mRNA expression of TLR-2, IL-6 and STAT3 and lung
inflammation [21, 22]. Hence, the study demonstrated that SLs down-regulate the IgE coding
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genes, thereby acting as an anti-inflammatory agent and potential therapeutic compound [21,
23]. In an experimental rat model, SLs reduced sepsis-related mortality and observed predicted
to display anti-inflammatory effects [24, 25]. Similarly, in another rat model study, SLs resulted
in an improved survival rate, decreased nitric oxide and modulated inflammatory responses
[26]. Natural and synthetic SLs were demonstrated to show a prominent anti-inflammatory
activity, spermicidal and anti-HIV activity [27]. The SLs reduce the expression of inflammatory
cytokines [28] and these findings indicate that SLs would be a promising therapy for anti-
inflammatory or immunomodulation in chronic inflammatory conditions. MELs are secreted
by Pseudomonas antarctica, which has also inhibited the inflammatory mediators, thereby
creating anti-inflammatory action [29]. From these studies, it is clarified that the BSs from
bacterial and yeast species showed an anti-inflammatory activity and suggested to be potential
therapeutic candidate in treating inflammatory diseases. Also, more studies need to be
conducted on the effects of anti-inflammation using these BSs.

2. BSs anti-inflammatory role against COVID-19
Once the SARS-CoV-2 enters the human host cell through the ACE2 receptors, immediately
the immune system deploys a large number of immune cells to respond against the virus
especially by recruiting the antigen-presenting cells (APCs) [30]. It is reported that the COVID-
19 positive patients have high levels of cytokine storm, which are also correlated with the viral
load in COVID-19 patients [31]. When the cytokine storm is formed, the immune system is
exaggerated and kills healthy cells [12]. Moreover, when the levels of IL-6 and lymphocytes are
higher, it inadvertently results in increased pulmonary damage [32]. In addition to this, the
ability of the virus to evade the immune system is hugely problematic when considering
appropriate treatment and vaccine options. The subsequent damage can be caused either by
direct infection of SARS-CoV-2 in cells, by hypoxemia due to lung damage or by an indirect
injury caused by the immune and cytokine responses [33]. Excessive amounts of cytokines,
such as IL-1β and IL-18, are produced during the cytokine storm and may cause irrevocable
damage to various organs. It is well-known that the BSs have a major role in defense against
pathogenic infection as well as induce anti-inflammation in the human body [34]. The
glycolipid and lipopeptide types of BSs have been effectively employed towards treating
various anti-microbial diseases [35]. One of its types, the surfactin which is a natural cyclic
lipopeptide has shown to have various biological properties like anti-viral, anti-fungal, anti-
cancer which is initiated by suppressing the signaling of cell survivals, platelet aggregation and
reducing the cytokine storm by proposing anti-inflammatory effects [36]. Hence the use of BS
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would be a possible way to minimize the impact of cytokine storm caused due to SARS-CoV-2
infection in the COVID-19 affected patients. We propose a hypothetical mechanism of action
of BS in reducing the inflammation in the COVID-19 disease. Upon binding of the SARS-CoV-
2’s the S (Spike) protein, it is cleaved into two; this induces a conformational change
facilitating the fusion of the virus and its entry into the cell. The NF-κB pathway is a common
pathway implicated in many pathologies and is activated by viral N, S, 3a and 7a proteins. NF-
κB, upon activation, enters the nucleus and catalyzes the transcription of pro-IL-1β and
procaspase-1. When additional signals like increased Ca  and ROS are detected, the pro-IL-1β
and procaspase 1 are cleaved into IL-1β and caspase 1. This results in the production of
cytokines such as (TNF-α, IL-1B, IL-6, IL-2) and causes a cytokine storm that results in
necrosis and cell death. In COVID-19 patients it is observed that there is an inhibition in the
production of heme, as it is responsible for the production of biliverdin, ferrous iron and
carbon mono-oxide which could limit the inflammation and stress caused due to SARS-CoV-2
viral infection [[37], [38], [39]]. If the BS is provided to the COVID-19 patients, then it could
suppress the production of NF-κB by stimulating the HO-1 and TH1 macrophage cells [40].
This, in turn, would reduce the production of cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1B, IL-6, IL-2,
which will reduce the effect of cytokine storm in the COVID-19 patients. This possible
mechanism has been depicted in Figure 1. Even it has been reported that as the BSs are known
for its emulsification role in drugs or vaccines would be highly successful as they are produced
naturally which contains non-toxic and non-pyrogenic immunological adjuvants when mixed
with conventional antigens for treating COVID-19 disease [41]. Hence these pieces of evidence
show that BSs play a huge role as immunosuppressive agents and could be highly used as a
combinational drug to relieve inflammatory responses caused due to SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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Figure 1. Anti-inflammatory role of BSs against COVID-19: The above image depicts the
hypothetical role of BSs as anti-inflammatory agents against COVID-19. When the SARS-CoV-
2 enters the cell, it binds to the ACE2 receptor following which the TMPRSS2 helps in the
cleavage of S protein into S1 and S2 subunits. Subsequently, the viral replication gets initiated
resulting into NF-κB pathway, which stimulates the release of cytokine storm. In this
condition, providing the COVID-19 patients with BSs along with other drugs promises to
suppress the production of NF-κB by triggering the heme-oxidase 1 and TH1 macrophages,
which in turn would reduce the effect of cytokine storm and inflammation in the COVID-19
affected patients.

3. BSs anti-viral activity against COVID-19
Certain BSs inactivates viruses due to physio-chemical reactions [42]. This hypothetical nature
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occurs only in enveloped viruses. Generally, it is stated that BSs disturbs the viral membrane
structures and disrupts the outer covering [27]. The hydrophilic nature of the BS occurs due to
the presence of acetyl groups that promotes anti-viral activity [43]. Also, the hydrophobic
nature with specific number of carbon atoms inactivates the virucidal effects [44]. High
inactivation arises when the BS has a fatty acid chain with 15 carbon atoms and one negative
charge; in addition, monomethyl esters showed viral inactivation in semliki forest virus [44].
The antiviral activity of BSs have been approved and patents obtained on treating various
viruses [[45], [46]*, [47], [48], [49]]. Evidential reports from these studies can be applied in SARS-
CoV-2 since it is an enveloped virus hence the mechanism of action has been explained as
follows.

As the SARS-CoV-2 virus enters the host cell, the amphiphilic nature of BSs interacts with viral
cell membrane and enters the bilayered lipid membrane that causes changes in permeability
either by ion channel formation or disruption of the membrane system. A complete
disintegration of the viral envelope and capsid protein occurs during high concentration of
BSs. The disruptions of the lipid envelope and spike protein are encapsulated into micelles
and results in viral inactivity. This micelle formation has the capability to function as
liposomes that could deliver the drug to the infection site and also protects during hazardous
conditions [50]. Hence, the nature of BSs to form as micelles would be an effective drug
delivery system in treating SARS-CoV-2 infection. Also, BS does not affect the viral replication
but inactivates the viral effects before adsorption or penetration. The mechanism of anti-viral
activity by BS against SARS-CoV-2 is described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Possible Anti-viral activity of BSs on SARS-CoV-2: Upon SARS-CoV-2 infection,
biosurfactants (BSs) act on viral structures (spike protein and lipid envelope) and ruptures the
outer membrane and makes the virus inactive by targeting the genetic material. Once the viral
structures are disrupted it forms as a micelle and engulfs the structural parts and breaks down
the materials to make it inactive.

4. Recommendations
The COVID-19 disease, which is spreading vigorously, has become a global threat across the
world. Discovery of any medicine or vaccine against this disease will be a kingmaker for the
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people suffering from this deadly infection. Hence, here we are recommending few products
which will be produced using BS as a more potent way to get precautions or treatment from
the SARS-CoV-2 infection. The following guidelines are;

The BS has multi-purpose use in various fields such as food, pharmacology, cosmetics,
detergents and so on. But its anti-inflammatory property would be a novel solution in
targeting COVID-19 disease in multiple ways.

As always, cleaning our hands will protect us from this virus. The strategy of employing BS
encoded handwash or hand sanitizers promises to be a more protective shield against
SARS-CoV-2 virus.

The amphiphilic nature of the BS makes it easier to interact with SARS-CoV-2’s lipid
bilayer and would enable the destruction of the viral genome, which would facilitate easy
clearance of the virus.

The propensity of BSs towards drug delivery is high, especially due to its emulsification
property.

Hence it is highly advisable that using or producing any drug from BSs along with
conventional drugs or vaccines for COVID-19 will be beneficial because of its anti-viral and
anti-inflammatory role against the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

The list of clinical trials and ongoing trials about BSs as drugs against various respiratory
disorders as well as for COVID-19 have been depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. List of clinical trials using surfactant compounds as a therapeutic agent against
respiratory.

1. Surfactant

Administration Via

Thin Catheter Using

a Specially Adapted

Curosurf RDS 20 Surfactant

administration via

thin catheter using

a specially adapted

Active, not

recruiting

Israel

S.No Study Intervention Disease Study

size

Description Status Country
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Video Laryngoscope VN scope

2. Surfactant for

Neonate With Acute

Respiratory Distress

Syndrome (ARDS)

Surfactant ARDS 200 Surfactant

combined with

mechanical

ventilation (MV) is

given to the infant

with ARDS

Recruiting China

3. Aerosolized

Surfactant in

Neonatal RDS

Surfactant RDS 159 Dose: 100 mg

phospholipid/kg

and 200 mg

phospholipid/kg

Active, not

recruiting

United

States

4. Effects of Bolus

Surfactant Therapy

on Peripheral

Perfusion Index and

Tissue Carbon

Monoxide

Poractant

alfa

Beractant

RDS 48 Poractantalfa: 200

mg/kg for n = 15 or

beractant: 100

mg/kg for n = 15

were administered

in a consecutive

randomized

manner within the

first 6 h of life.

Completed Turkey

5. First In Human

Study on Synthetic

Surfactant CHF 5633

in Respiratory

Distress Syndrome

Synthetic

surfactants

RDS 40 CHF5633 200

mg/kg synthetic

surfactant sterile

suspension in 3.0

ml glass vials with

a total

concentration of 80

mg/ml for

intratracheal

administration.

Single

administration

Completed United

Kingdom

6. Surfactant Via Remifentanil RDS 130 additional Recruiting United
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Endotracheal Tube

vs. Laryngeal Mask

Airway (LMA) in

Preterm Neonates

With Respiratory

Distress Syndrome

premedication in

the endotracheal

intubation/INSURE

arm

States

7. A Multicenter,

Randomized, Open

Label Trial of a New

Animal Extracted

Surfactant to Treat

RDS in Preterm

Infants

Butantan RDS 327 Butantan

Surfactant: 100

mg/kg, IT,

maximum of 3

doses.

Completed Brazil

8. The Effect of

Surfactant Dose on

Outcomes in

Preterm Infants With

RDS

Surfactant RDS 2600 Two doses: 100-130

mg/kg and 170-200

mg/kg

Recruiting United

Kingdom

9. Laryngeal Mask

Airway (LMA) for

Surfactant

Administration in

Neonates

Curosurf RDS 103 - Completed United

States

10. Very Early Surfactant

and NCPAP for

Premature Infants

With RDS

Surfactant RDS 278 - Completed Colombia

11. Surfactant Positive

Airway Pressure and

Pulse Oximetry Trial

(SUPPORT) in

Extremely Low Birth

Weight Infants

Surfactant RDS 1316 - Active, not

recruiting

France
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12. Exogenous

Surfactant in Very

Preterm Neonates

Presenting With

Severe Respiratory

Distress in

Prevention of

Bronchopulmonary

Dysplasia

Curosurf RDS 100 2.5 ml/kg instilled

in the trachea

Active, not

recruiting

France

13. Surfactant

Application During

Spontaneous

Breathing With

CPAP or During

Mechanical

Ventilation in the

Therapy of IRDS in

Premature Infants <

27 Weeks

Curosurf RDS 213 Conventional

therapy with

intubation,

initiation of

mechanical

ventilation and

surfactant

application

Completed Germany

14. Exosurf Neonatal

and Survanta for

Treatment of

Respiratory Distress

Syndrome

Exosurf RDS 617 Infants received up

to four

intratracheal doses

of the surfactant.

Completed United

States

15. Pilot Trial of

Surfactant Booster

Prophylaxis For

Ventilated Preterm

Neonates Less Than

or Equal to 1250 gm

Birthweight Ver 4.0

Infasurf RDS 89 Infasurf 3 cc/kg

instilled via

endotracheal tube,

repeated 3 and 7

days later if infant

stable and

continues to meet

criteria

Completed Philadelphia

16. Perfusion Index

Variability in

Beractant

Poractant

RDS 92 Beractant;both

initial and

Completed Turkey
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Preterm Infants

Treated With Two

Different Natural

Surfactants for

Respiratory Distress

Syndrome

alfa subsequent dosing

is 100 mg/kg (4

mL/kg), which may

be given every 6

hours up to four

total doses.

Porcine lung

extract, initial

dosing is 200

mg/kg (2.5 mL/kg)

and repeated

dosing is given at

100 mg/kg (1.25

mL/kg) every 12

hours, up to

maximum of two

additional doses

when indicated

17. Pilot Trial of

Surfactant Therapy

For Preterm

Neonates 5-21 Days

Old With Respiratory

Decompensation

Infasurf RDS 11 Infasurf 3 cc/kg

instilled via

endotracheal tube

q 12-24 hours x 2

doses

Completed Philadelphia

18. Comparison of

Curosurf and

Infasurf in the

Treatment of

Preterm Infants With

Respiratory Distress

Syndrome

Calfactant

Poractant

alfa

RDS 30 - Completed Columbia

19. Curosurf ® in Adult

Acute Respiratory

Distress Syndrome

Poractant

alfa

COVID-

19

ARDS

20 - Recruiting France
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•

•

•

RDS: Respiratory distress syndrome; ARDS: acute respiratory distress syndrome; COVID-19:

coronavirus disease 2019.

As it is evident that BSs are eco-friendly and less toxic, it is recommended that its use in
house-hold cleaning products or detergents will target and kill the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

Another way of incorporating the BS in targeting the virus is its use as a medicated
chewing gum.

Incorporation of the BSs from microbes along with Indian medicinal plants promises to be
highly instrumental in clearing the viral load efficiently from the human body.

5. Conclusion and future perspectives
Immunologists are working relentlessly to determine the immunity against SARS-CoV-2 and
how long it might last [51]. Tremendous effort has been focused on neutralizing the antibodies
which bind to the viral proteins which directly prevent infection. Studies found that levels of
neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 remain high for a few weeks after infection but
then typically begin to wane. Various therapeutic approaches have been recently discussed for
COVID-19 [52]. Recently, there is an increased attention of BSs as therapeutic agents, due to
their immunosuppressive potential and as a novel treatment molecule in most of the immune
diseases. Scientists are working very hard for the best protection to the public before a vaccine
is being made available [53]. Microorganisms can synthesize a high number of BSs at
industrial scale, and these BSs from the microbial source could be anew move towards
COVID-19, and this kind of study are warranted at this current scenario to combat the

Due to COVID-19

20. Curosurf/Budesonide

for Infants With

Respiratory Distress

Syndrome

Budesonide RDS 300 - Completed China

21. Comparison of 4

Influenza Vaccines in

Seniors

Agriflu

Fluad

Intanza

Vaxigrip

Influenza 953 Each with 0.5mL

dose IM

vaccination

Completed Canada

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468584420300593#bib51
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468584420300593#bib52
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468584420300593#bib53
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pandemic situation.
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2MB

49KB

49KB

49KB

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Hrank
The average SiteGround uptime and response time for 313,920 websites and 3,761 Shared Servers.

Dataset

dataset.json

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Data for: Food allergy: children’s symptom levels impact caregivers’ psycho-socio-economic
variables
Data related to analyses of the project FONDECYT DOI 1114 0143.

Mothers and their children were evaluated comprising a sample of 101 subjects. Evaluations were conducted at

the Universidad de Chile Clinical Hospital.

Dataset

Anova Dermic.spv

Anova Gastric.spv

Anova Resp.spv

Show all 5 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Predicting gold targets using cokriging in SURFER 17
Golden Software Inc. included the method of cokriging in the newest version of SURFER 17. This has opened a

new tool for interpreting geochemical data.

We can use cokriging in SURFER 17 to improve the quality of maps and to…

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zghtg5kyvv/1/files/794dd6f4-e4e2-484e-bf83-1505c2bc082a/dataset.json?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/szpdv32zy6/2/files/e972f83f-e180-41aa-ae60-a132ea88af59/Anova%20Dermic.spv?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/szpdv32zy6/2/files/86c98d1d-9a85-4b22-8443-76a7dea1e810/Anova%20Gastric.spv?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/szpdv32zy6/2/files/1ebd5461-65a1-4540-8adc-283a1a7a74d9/Anova%20Resp.spv?dl=1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zghtg5kyvv/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zghtg5kyvv/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/szpdv32zy6/2
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/szpdv32zy6/2
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/mwzcwf5b5k/1
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8MB

17MB

17MB

95MB

113MB

7MB

901KB

Dataset

1.tif

FIG01color.tif

FIG10.tif

Show all 35 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Voice samples and phoneme representations of commands according to script tree voice
interaction model for the system of dispatch control of vehicle traffic
Voice data of 23 different speakers (11 women and 12 men) were gathered for the experimental validation of

the effectiveness of the developed methods. These persons dictated 64 responses present in the script tree

using different variants of command formulations.

Dataset

data1c.sqlite

data1c4.sqlite

data2.sqlite

Show all 13 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Annex 1: Network Information and Demand of Scenario 1
This data is the network information and demand of scenario 1 for the sample network

Dataset

Annex 1.pdf

View dataset on Mendeley Data

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/mwzcwf5b5k/1/files/45b93c6d-f39d-4fac-97f7-1950d9f452a7/1.tif?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/mwzcwf5b5k/1/files/7c5eead8-e6fe-4190-a1d1-3fce96dd4f9a/FIG01color.tif?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/mwzcwf5b5k/1/files/8283e2e2-55a2-4249-ba81-1b0d7d018486/FIG10.tif?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/pv2h84p7sf/1/files/32910179-e588-4f3e-9866-3d3bb7b148af/data1c.sqlite?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/pv2h84p7sf/1/files/28bf8892-ea0b-45b1-8dc8-320f7989b71d/data1c4.sqlite?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/pv2h84p7sf/1/files/78019dca-eeb2-42f1-8025-e8358d84f78c/data2.sqlite?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/4dypw2dy8c/1/files/c18e9c5f-b65a-43c5-8cfa-ba43b0d00047/Annex%201.pdf?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/mwzcwf5b5k/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/pv2h84p7sf/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/pv2h84p7sf/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/4dypw2dy8c/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/4dypw2dy8c/1
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851KB

759KB

219KB

288KB

401KB

594KB

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Dataset: Strong Treat 1 to 4
Database from Strong Treat 1 to 4 study - aimed to assess whether multiple doses of ivermectin were superior

to a single dose for the treatment of strongyloidiasis.

Dataset

consent forms_english.zip

consent forms_italian.zip

consent forms_spanish.zip

Show all 4 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Proposing an Integrated Multiculturalism Learning System
Recently, Indonesia has been faced with problems of national disintegration triggered by acts of terrorism of

societal groups which bear affiliation with certain religious militant groups. These groups attempt to impose

their ideology on the people in Indonesia.

Dataset

Data-set.xlsx

KUESIONER (Indonesian Language).pdf

QUESTIONNAIRE.pdf

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Supporting data for Yttrium Methanide and Methanediide Bis(silyl)amide Complexes
Supporting data for Yttrium Methanide and Methanediide Bis(silyl)amide Complexes

Dataset

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/23x2vxxcds/1/files/fd24b5c6-208e-4ef7-952e-7241d8e02779/consent%20forms_english.zip?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/23x2vxxcds/1/files/5bdfdac5-91cd-4297-ba12-da91fe19e14c/consent%20forms_italian.zip?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/23x2vxxcds/1/files/818649be-9f29-4799-95f4-7f847cda0915/consent%20forms_spanish.zip?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/7xjkfsx726/2/files/8dbd0c79-a4fe-4b80-b7ae-8c854e6eb4de/Data-set.xlsx?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/7xjkfsx726/2/files/d00436fb-13ea-4f5b-9358-e3664a9a4efb/KUESIONER%20(Indonesian%20Language).pdf?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/7xjkfsx726/2/files/aae389dc-b47d-40f9-98f1-af16795e3c8c/QUESTIONNAIRE.pdf?dl=1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/23x2vxxcds/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/23x2vxxcds/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/7xjkfsx726/2
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/7xjkfsx726/2
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/rnfxgyc92c/1
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436MB

263MB

295MB

245MB

25KB

25KB

24MB

Research Support.zip

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Video_GUV_VFA_DMPC:DMPG(85:15%mol)_Carotenoids(0%)
Video taken with DIC microscopy showing GUVs made of 85:15 DMPC:DMPG membrane without carotenoids

Dataset

dmpc_dmpg_40003_1.tif

dmpc_dmpg_40003_2.tif

dmpc_dmpg_40003_3.tif

Show all 8 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Frequency Based Modulation of Salient Distractor Suppression is Contingent on Task Difficulty

The data set is from a series of two eye tracking experiments testing the role of statistical learning induced by

frequency manipulation of salient distractor trials on its the suppression during active visual search. Salient

distractor present trials could make…

Dataset

Exp1_reanalysis.R

Exp2_reanalysis.R

Experiment1_fixationreport

Show all 8 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/rnfxgyc92c/1/files/324a905a-b338-458c-a469-703807ce9aa0/Research%20Support.zip?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vwvyyd76jf/1/files/3695b9b5-3fb2-49b6-a111-2d71056dcaf1/dmpc_dmpg_40003_1.tif?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vwvyyd76jf/1/files/36618a56-11d4-4fc5-8f0a-2994d98c1dc6/dmpc_dmpg_40003_2.tif?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vwvyyd76jf/1/files/7b27129f-c575-492b-9398-7dfe82d9501a/dmpc_dmpg_40003_3.tif?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/jwvkhd2pvs/2/files/2ebafd65-26e7-4878-bc6e-114aeb233e27/Exp1_reanalysis.R?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/jwvkhd2pvs/2/files/83bdeb95-41d5-4aa8-bdf3-0832c6f28f02/Exp2_reanalysis.R?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/jwvkhd2pvs/2/files/6bce8481-d08b-46a6-a29f-39e8fe215455/Experiment1_fixationreport?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/rnfxgyc92c/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vwvyyd76jf/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vwvyyd76jf/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/jwvkhd2pvs/2
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/jwvkhd2pvs/2
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
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25KB

22KB

35KB

19MB

19MB

19MB

Data base for the exploratory and confirmatory analyses
Data base used for the explorary and confirmatory analyses.

Dataset

Confirmatory Analysis_272 individuals.sav

Exploratory Analysis_205 individuals.sav

Sample without outliers_477 individuals.sav

Show all 4 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Dataset 4F.1: Solutions files, sigma = 1.125, part 1 (Nam et al., Robustness and parameter
geography in post-translational modification systems)
All (non-final) posreal counts files for Paramotopy runs with \sigma = 1.125.

Dataset

sigma1.125_michaelis-menten_N2_log_posreal_run0

sigma1.125_michaelis-menten_N2_log_posreal_run1

sigma1.125_michaelis-menten_N2_log_posreal_run2

Show all 240 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY NC 3.0 licence

Data for Determinants of Immunization Coverage of PCV and Rota Virus Among Under Five
Children in Busolwe Town Council, Butaleja District, Eastern Uganda
The data presented is obtained from a study that was aimed at determining the factors associated with the

immunization coverage of PCV and Rotavirus in Busolwe town council, Butaleja District in Eastern Uganda.

The data was obtained in three major…

Dataset

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vjsht9scg4/1/files/7fece5df-f34c-4dfb-91a5-ee4a248571c6/Confirmatory%20Analysis_272%20individuals.sav?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vjsht9scg4/1/files/a606ef5d-fea6-45c8-9d41-1d64de94f6e8/Exploratory%20Analysis_205%20individuals.sav?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vjsht9scg4/1/files/27f1c878-4341-4928-84c4-d494f24841fb/Sample%20without%20outliers_477%20individuals.sav?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/drr4zhr68j/1/files/cadcf8ba-4e1d-4232-bdb0-67acc856e798/sigma1.125_michaelis-menten_N2_log_posreal_run0?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/drr4zhr68j/1/files/0936e55c-6260-49f9-adbd-f6484da9297d/sigma1.125_michaelis-menten_N2_log_posreal_run1?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/drr4zhr68j/1/files/71abbc11-50a8-4ddd-b8e9-6eeb44fce25c/sigma1.125_michaelis-menten_N2_log_posreal_run2?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vjsht9scg4/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/vjsht9scg4/1
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/drr4zhr68j/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/drr4zhr68j/1
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zr2w886dg2/1
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124KB

152KB

187MB

27KB

384KB

88MB

Consolidated data for determinants of Immunization Coverage in Busolwe 2019.csv

Determinants of Immunization Coverage in Busolwe 2019 - Google Forms

Questionnaire.pdf

Determinants of Immunization Coverage in Busolwe 2019 - Google Forms-

Individual responses.pdf

Show all 5 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY NC 3.0 licence

Data for: Impact of hydraulic sorting and weathering on mica provenance studies: an example
from the Yangtze River
Appendix A: relationship between grain size and beam intensities of 39Ar. Appendix B: the 40Ar/39Ar analytical

results

Dataset

Appendix A.xlsx

Appendix B.xlsx

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

NACC database in the original form with the drugs mapped 
NACC dataset as is, with columns labeled and the pharmaceuticals of interest mapped on the visits.

Dataset

NACC database in the original form with drugs mapped.xlsx

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Data for: Geomagnetic activity at Northern Hemisphere's mid-latitude ground stations: how

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zr2w886dg2/1/files/39393c73-e627-46f8-abc6-f1cb063734c7/Consolidated%20data%20for%20determinants%20of%20Immunization%20Coverage%20in%20Busolwe%202019.csv?dl=1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zr2w886dg2/1/files/d75fbffe-df27-4e5f-89a4-8105ab54a86b/Determinants%20of%20Immunization%20Coverage%20in%20Busolwe%202019%20-%20Google%20Forms%20Questionnaire.pdf?dl=1
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8KB

8KB

8KB

77KB

much can be explained using TS05 model
Four on-line databases (WDC for Geomagnetism at Edinburgh, PANGAEA, INTERMAGNET and "Annual Report

of the Observed Geomagnetic Activity in Panagyurishte Observatory" 2012) and two databases by request

(INTERMAGNET DVDs and Novosibirsk Observatory for K-indices) that provide local geomagnetic components

X,…

Dataset

dataprofile_INTERMAGNET_Kindices.xml

dataprofile_INTERMAGNET_XYZ.xml

dataprofile_NVS_Kindices.xml

Show all 6 files on Mendeley Data

for download under the CPC licence

A general program to calculate atomic continuum processes using the NIEM method 
Abstract

This paper describes a set of computer program packages NIEM which enable electron-atom and electron-ion

collision cross sections to be calculated for a general atomic system described by LS-coupling. The calculations

are based on a non-iterative integral equation method.

…

Dataset

aajg_v1_0.gz

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Depression in elderly population
Data was collected to assess prevalence of depression and associated factors among elderly population (60 or

above years) in Moshi District Council, northern Tanzania. Depression was measured using the Geriatric

Depression Scale (GDS-15). Prevalence of depression was estimated to be…
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117KB

293KB

1MB

3MB

depression_data.dta

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY NC 3.0 licence

Data for: Modeling oil price–US stock nexus: A VARMA–BEKK–AGARCH approach 
Abstract of associated article: This study adds to the existing literature on oil price–US stock nexus in three

ways. First, it employs the VARMA–AGARCH model developed by McAleer et al. (2009) within the context of

BEKK framework using West Texas…

Dataset

Estimation Codes&Data.zip

View dataset on Mendeley Data

for download under the CC BY 4.0 licence

Inter-participant variability data in performance of elite seated shot-putters throwing from
different seating configurations 
Overall and individual, including Box and Whiskers plot, of performance measured (PM) manually compared to

the performance calculated (PC) for release velocity between one (F1) and ten video frames (F10) after the

instant of release. This was for elite seated…

Dataset

Data-Mendeley-Performance calculation-Data 01.xlsb

Data-Mendeley-Performance calculation-Print 01.pdf

View dataset on Mendeley Data

About research data
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